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Introduction

Recent transport analysis and turbulence models have revisited the scaling laws of heat

diffusivities in tokamak plasmas. Generally, most expressions for the heat diffusivity % relies

on a random walk approximation % ~ "Lcfi'ic where Lc is the mode correlation length and tc

the decorrelation time of the turbulent fields. Since theoretical models predict Lc (resp. Tc) to

be of the order of an ion Larmor radius pi (resp. an acoustic time a/cs), a gyroBohm scaling is

expected for %, i.e., %»T/eB (pi/af, with a = 1 ("a" characterizes the size of the device).

However, several local transport analysis have shown that the fluid heat diffusivity exhibit a

Bohm scaling (a = 0) [1]. This behavior is due to a Goldston-like scaling (a = -0.5) of the ion

heat diffusivity [2]. It has been proposed that this disagreement is due to an incorrect estimate

of Lc in toroidal geometry. Indeed, Lc can be larger than pi due to mode coupling [3,4].

However, these highly correlated chains of modes tend to be destroyed by the non linear

mode-mode coupling. The competition between the toroidal and non linear mode coupling is

examined here, by using a simple fluid model describing electron drift waves. Various

regimes depending on plasma parameters have been found and will be discussed in this paper.

Model of drift waves turbulence

We consider here an electrostatic drift waves model in the frame of the cold ion

approximation (ps=VmTe/eB is used instead of pi). The ion perpendicular velocities are

given by the electric, diamagnetic and polarisation drifts, while the electron response is

supposed to be adiabatic. The ion drift induces a density modulation, which must satisfy the

quasi-neutrality constraint. The equation of electron drift waves including non linear and

toroidal coupling is then obtained

where Ve* is the electron diamagnetic velocity and V g e is the curvature drift velocity. For the

sake of simplicity, it is supposed that each Fourier harmonic of the field exhibits a standard

radial shape near the associated resonant surface (quasi-ballooning approximation). The

potential field can then be written as
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U(r,e,(p,t) =2Jrtr^- p ^ f VmnCt) exp(i(me+n(p))
mn

where the resonant surfaces r=rmn are such that the safety factor q(rmn) equals -vain. T| is a

number giving the turbulence level. The width w is independent of L and is assumed to fulfill

the contraint d < w < L s/Ln p s • (d ~ 1/nVq is a typical distance between resonant

surfaces). The first inequality is an overlapping condition for adjacent modes, thus optimizing

the toroidal coupling. The second inequality allows to neglect the ion Landau damping. With

these notations, an approximate equation for the time evolution of each Fourier component UL

can be obtained [5]. Introducing the function [3,4]

Un(e,t) = £ umn(t) exp(-i ((m -nq) 6 + Qn 0 ) ; Qn = = f 1- Ep2 (=
m n\ \n

where £2n is the frequency of the linear mode, an equation on Un(9,t) is thus obtained:

J 47t^
m=m'+m"
n=n'+n"

m1 m"

All frequencies are normalized to the diamagnetic frequency on a reference surface, £d

accounts for the radial gradient of the electronic diamagnetic frequency (diamagnetic shear)

and En is the toroidal coupling coefficient
j

p

Corrélation length with toroidal coupling

Considering only the toroidal coupling, a global eigenmode is derived from (1) [3,4]:
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Unl(8,t) = expf-i f f- (6 - Ed t) + 5 ^ sine

The periodicity condition on the poloidal angle 6 implies co=l Ed- In this case, each Fourier

component is given by umn(t) = exp(- i (Qn -1 Ed)t) J m -nq (- 2 En/Ed n/n ) where Jv is a

Bessel function of order v. Expanding the Bessel function, the global eigenmode is found to

extend in the radial direction over a macroscopic range Lc of the order Le ~ Ln-tyR. On the

basis of this scaling, the heat transport would exhibit a so called "stochastic scaling" (a = -1).

Correlation length with non linear coupling

We consider now the toroidal and non linear modes coupling. The correlated chains of modes

tend to be destroyed by the non linear coupling. We will show that different regimes can

occur, depending on the fluctuation level of non linear coupling. The function Un(6,t) is

written as:

Un(6,t) = 7 Cnl(t) exp -i I (G - Ed t) + -

An approximate equation for the time evolution of each component Cnl can be obtained from

0)
1 ̂ 5t~ = S Cn'n" Bn'n"

n' I11"

^B"'"2"
dn'n"(9)M v r - g [dnv(e)]3/2exp(."

-7C

dn'n-O) « l = (2)
1 -2i3L — B n V ^ s i n e

£d n n

A dimensionless parameter U=X £n/£d=21^d/3Rw2appears to be a key parameter in the

derivation of the transport regimes.

- H « 1 corresponds to a low toroidal coupling. The function dn'n"(0) is of the order

of 1 and the integral over the angle G equals 5Ç1 +1" -1). This procedure yields the following

set of equations

n' 1' 1"
n=n'+n"

which is similar to the initial system over the umn's [5]» up to a time dependent factor. We

will suppose in the following that the correlation length is the characteristic length of
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interaction of non linear coupling coefficients, which is the typical Aq decrease length of the

exponential: Aq - 1/nV^ • The number of coupled modes is Al ~ nAq ~ w/d. This leads to a

range of interaction Lc of the order of nAq d ~w. Thus, L c scales as the radial width of an

isolated mode, i.e. typically pi. This scaling is therefore of the gyrc-Bohm type.

- H » 1 corresponds to a strong toroidal coupling . Note that in this case, the

interaction width l'+l"-1 no longer vanishes and is of the order of H. This leads to an

increase of the number of mode coupling terms. This is compensated by a decrease of the

coupling amplitude. Moreover, the coupling hnTn'T exhibits an oscillatory behavior with

respect to 17n'-l"/n". Here, the interaction width is defined as a the first lobe of this function:

Aq - y H A / n ~ 1/n VEn/Ed, i-e. L c ~ Ln VpiAs R). The scaling of Lc is therefore of the

Bohm type.

Discussion and conclusions

In this paper, the radial correlation length of an electrostatic drift wave turbulence has

been determined analytically in various regimes. First, with strong non linear coupling, L c is

found to scale as the ion Larmor radius pi, associated with a gyro-Bohm scaling. However,

there exists a range of plasma parameters for which the effect of toroidal coupling persists,

leading to Lc of the order of "\j api, associated with a Bohm scaling. Note that the above

analysis relies on the calculation of a range of mode non linear interaction, which is an

"instantaneous" correlation length. The link with the usual correlation length, which involves

a time average, will be investigated in the future. One may indeed expect an additional

constraint on the decorrelation time compared to the time necessary to build a global mode.
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